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For some great Reasons, Things happen in Humans
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(Join the Band Wagon! One Planet One People…) [1]
It is important to realize that “0” is a mathematical artifice brought 
upon some 000’s years ago by our Mesopotamian cousins [2] to 
help Humanity further progress in the understanding of the Planet 
we live on/with. And, it surely did in its own right. However, 
from Nature/God’s perspective, and in agreement with our long 
time gone Greek, Han & Hindu Philosophers, “0” or “nothing” is 
identical to – in resonance with – “everything” or – in mathematical 
terms - “9r”, i.e the digital root of “9”. So, we have inherited 
the following down-to-Earth simple equation as a mathematical 

definition of nothing↔everything and, in fine, of the origin of our 
Galaxy:

0 ↔ 1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9 = 45 = 4+5 = 9r → Evolution [3]

And it is no surprise that nothing↔everything in Nature is 
reminiscent of the most unique circular solution [4] of that 
equation, ie fractal enlightenment, from the time of its inception to 
until most recently on an evolutionary scale when all-of-a-sudden 
Homo sapiens became self-aware/conscious, therefrom evolving 
to Homo modestis, eventually.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ML3qYHWRIZk
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schumann_resonances
https://in.pinterest.com/pin/687573068099466791/
https://www.pinterest.com/search/pins/?rs=srs&q=Fractal+Enlightenment&source_id=ers_VMvyAKih&utm_campaign=recommended_searches&e_t=cb97765ce98e4be49f40b1a308194aff&utm_source=31&utm_medium=2031&utm_term=3
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Ammunitions
A dark spot/hole is in resonance with an infinity of light rays and 
their interference figures 0 ↔ (-1+1) ± ∞ = 9r as illustrated by 
the Double Slit Experiment, and – in fine - there is no BigBang 
needed per se for this to spontaneously happen as per philosophical 
observation/derivatization (YinYang, TsimTsoum). No-thing & 
Every-thing are Resonating-things. It is just how x-things happen 
to be as per Nature/God. In modern times, it is referred to as 
Knowledge/Wisdom. It is not that we live a Dream/Nightmare. 
Humans (Homo modestis) are evolving above that evolutionary 
standard and are taking control. It rather is a Serial and we are 
emerging as Scenarists/Actors. Whether it is a Romance and/
or a Thriller depends on us – each & all of us – only. It started 
some 70Kyr ago and will last as long as we, Humans, want it to 
last. Ideas come from thin air (nothing) and eventually assemble 
themselves into action (everything). The Homo modestis/sapiens 
love/hate binary conflict within each & all of us got its space/time. 
Cultural selection leaves no ambiguity as to which direction to 
go from here/now. Together, we are No↔Every-thing (± ∞), we 
are our Galaxy, we are Observers/Contributors, as – ironically – 
historical facts allowing (?), per our own past/outdated definition 
of Nature/God. Enough?

Leadership is about Humility & Fierce Resolve

Remember (as a corollary…no matter how painful it might turn 
out to be…for a while, only)
Imprinting forthcoming generations of Humans with notions of 
“Creation” appears to be in contradiction with modern established 

Math/Science, Philosophy, Theology & Wisdom and, in fine, might 
be counter-productive. It might even be/becoming a “wrongdoing” 
against Humanity to keep doing so [5]. World Children should 
be given a chance to tune in outside the outdated fear-fed Homo 
sapiens-derived Nature/God’s box, “Heaven forbid”.

For the sake of Humanity
Please, don’t kill the Pianist [6]
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4. Light Spin 396 is to AntiSpin 693 what is Mass 174 to 
ElectroMagnetism 825 & Charge 285 to Gravity 714 
(mathematically/geometrically)

5. If God/Nature must be defined at some stage of progress of 
Humanity, then according to Einstein & Tesla, it must be in 
terms of "Resonance between Nothing & Everything" and its 
fate exclusively depends on us, ie Humans... Homo modestis...

6. ...and they could have been best Friends. Or were they?  
A mind-set/box/mutation away...
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